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'Mr.

At a recent meeting to evaluate sor

mentioned a personal, interest in

the UFO phenomena. *As you may

recall, I mentioned ray own interest

l.n the subject as well as the fact

that DCD had been receiving UFO
related material from many of our

S£T sources who are presently

conducting related research. Thesi

scientists include some who have

been associated with the Agency

for years and whose credentials

remove them from the "nut" variety -

The attached material came to my

attention through these sources

and it appears to have some

legitimate FI or community interes

potential

.

work being carried out by Dr,

I V-

should, in the view or

our SiT sources, be evaluated by
the Agency or communi ty

.

In view of the expertise associate

with your office, as well as your

interest in the subject, I felt yo

might like to see the material.

[If you need additional .informatio

or if you feel there is some

potential, I would be glad to disc

this with you. If not, please fee

free to destroy the material.]
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